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Searching for another Earth...
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Planetary Habitability

Kasting et al. (1993) - Radiative Balance Model
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Planetary Diversity

Super-Earths
(Kepler-10b)

Hot Jupiters
(HD209458b)

Mini-Neptunes
(GJ1214b) ?
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The Challenge of 
“Earth-like” Diversity
• Bulk properties: mass, radius, surface gravity

• Orbits: semi-major axis (habitable zone), eccentricity, 
obliquity

• Spin rates 

• Atmospheric mass & composition

• Ocean-land distribution

• History of the climate (Earth climate evolved)

Many such attributes will not be constrained by 
observations
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A compositional guess for 
“Earth-like” planets

• N2+CO2+H20  mix:  decent job for Earth, Mars & Venus

• Surface H20 inventory equilibrates with interior reservoir 
through global cycle.  Atmospheric water vapor set by 
evaporation from and condensation to the surface 

• CO2 set by slow global carbon-silicate cycle (surface-
interior exchanges)

• N2 set by cycle or initial input (?) - largest unknown

A sensible approach to “Earth-like” diversity challenge: 
start from Earth and generalize
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Full Physics GCM:

3D
advection
radiation

surface exchange
hydrology

1D EBM (latitude)

0D Radiative Model (vertical)

Climate Modeling Hierarchy
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The Climate is a Complex System 

S(1-A[T])=heating

I[T]=cooling

Steady-State Radiative Balance:

Two stable states
(frozen+warm)

+
one thermally 
unstable state

(middle diamond)
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Full Climate Model Version
(Marotzke & Botzet 2007)
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White = water clouds
Red = water precipitation

A 3D climate model is required to follow the water
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Some Applications 
to Exoplanets
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Williams & Pollard (2003)
Full Physics Model at 85 deg obliquity

Ice-free Poles, Icy Equator!

An Oblique Earth
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Williams & 
Pollard (2003)

Full Physics Model
with e=0.7:

extreme seasonality!

Coldest point of orbit 

Hottest point of orbit 

An Eccentric Earth
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Basic Understanding

• Insolation pattern (orbit+spin) determines the forcing. 
Highly oblique = poles preferentially heated.  Highly 
eccentric = flash-heating at periastron + long period of 
cooling around apoastron 

• The response is largely determined by the thermal 
inertia of ground+atmosphere (~50 days) or ocean
+atmosphere (~5 years, from mixed-ocean layer)

• Stronger thermal response over continent than oceans

• A planet with greater land fraction than Earth (70% 
ocean) may not be equally habitable, if highly oblique or 
eccentric
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Current Interest: 
Habitable Earths with JWST

If transiting (super-)Earth can be found around 
nearby M dwarfs(TESS+Spirou) , JWST eclipses, 

phase curves, spectra may be obtainable

?  

HZ

Tidally-Locked (1:1)
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Model Key Parameters Nightside Snow Equivalent Ice

Precipitation (mm/day) Thickness (m)

Earth1 P
rot

= 240 h, Stellar longitude = 0 deg 0.12 470

Earth2 P
rot

= 240 h, Stellar longitude = +90 deg 0.11 440

Earth3 P
rot

= 240 h, Stellar longitude = +180 deg 0.26 400

Earth.lowP Earth1 except P
surf

= 0.3 bar 0.27 770

Earth.lowCO2 Earth1 except CO2 = 36 ppm 0.10 600

Earth.highCO2 Earth1 except CO2 = 3600 ppm 0.16 320

Earth.fast Earth1 except P
rot

= 120 h 0.29 340

Earth.slow Earth1 except P
rot

= 480 h 0.009 490

SuperEarth Earth1 except g = 29.63 m s�2, R
p

= 11000 km 0.07 400

Aquaplanet Earth1 without continents 0.06 560

Table 1: Key parameters of climate simulations and results.

- 0.1-0.01 mm/day amounts to 1 km of water 
in 1e4-1e5 years. Earth oceans in < a few Myr!

- Nightside water cold trap

- Hydrological cycle challenge to habitability?

Tidally-Locked (1:1) Aquaplanet
– 18 –

Fig. 1.— End snapshots from the Aquaplanet model. Clockwise, from upper left: sur-

face temperature (K), precipitable water (kg m�2), net precipitation (precipitation minus

evaporation in m s�1, with an arbitrarily skewed scale to highlight low values) and snow

precipitation (mm day�1, logarithmic scale with zero reset at 8.64 ⇥ 10�3). The substellar

point is located at zero longitude and latitude in each plot. Surface water conditions are

confined to the dayside and the coldest regions on the nightside are o↵set from the poles. A

modest amount of moisture is advected to the nightside, resulting in weak snow precipitation

rates. Net evaporation occurs on the dayside in an annulus from ⇠ 20 deg to ⇠ 50 deg from

the substellar point, with net precipitation over the remainder of the globe.

(mm/day)

(K)

Generalized to other “Earth-like” models
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3.2. Isothermal Ice Sheet Models

Thermo-mechanical models of ice sheets exist (e.g. Bueler et al. 2007; Fowler 2011) but

I find it convenient for the present purpose to consider separately mechanical and thermo-

dynamical constraints to gain insight into the behavior of nightside ice on a tidally-locked

planet. The use of a simple, isothermal ice sheet model can be justified by noting that a

comparable di↵usion equation can be derived for the non-isothermal case (e.g., Fowler 2011)

and that ice sheets generally exhibit strong vertical shear preferentially near their bottom

boundary, i.e. over a limited range of temperatures. The evolutionary equation satisfied by

a thin isothermal ice sheet with a flat base and a no slip boundary condition at its bottom

is (Fowler 2011)
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is the ice thickness scale factor.

I integrate this equation a first time with respect to r and use the central boundary

condition ds/dr = 0 in r = 0 (the ice “ridge”). I integrate a second time with respect to r

and use a finite, arbitrary thickness h
out

for the boundary condition in r = 1. This boundary

condition guarantees a finite ice flux at the point where the ice ceases to be grounded and

reaches flotation over water (indicated by the radial dotted lines in the middle panel of

Fig. 2), at which point the ice sheet equation ceases to be valid (fowler 2011). The resulting

dimensional solution for the ice sheet thickness is
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This solution generalizes the singular case h
out

= 0 already known in the literature (e.g.,

Bueller 2003). The case h
out

> 0 is more satisfactory for the present application in that it

permits a finite ice flux at the outer edge (where flotation is reached) to balance the ice

accumulation rate integrated over the entire ice sheet.

Figure 3 shows a few ice thickness profiles derived from Eq. (4). The solid line is

the solution for an ice sheet of L = 10000 km in radius, a uniform ice accumulation rate9

a = 0.1 mm day�1 and a boundary thickness h
out

= 1 km. The dash-dotted line, which

is nearly indistinguishable from the solid line, corresponds to a similar solution except for

h
out

= 500 m, while the dotted line corresponds to a reduced accumulation rate a = 0.01

mm day�1. The dashed line is the solution for an ice sheet of L = 5000 km in radius (with

accumulation rate a = 0.1 mm day�1 and h
out

= 500 m). The corresponding values of

the ice thickness scale factor in these four solutions are Z = 7737, 7737, 5802 and 5471 m,

respectively.

An exploration of the parameter space of these simple ice sheet solutions shows that

the value of h
out

has only a small impact on the global ice profile, as long as h
out

⌧ Z. The

scale factor Z itself is a good indicator of the overall ice thickness across the profile (and

thus the total mass ⇠ ZL2 in the ice sheet), as illustrated in Fig. 3. Stronger (weaker) ice

accumulation rates lead to thicker/steeper (thinner/shallower) ice profiles, as expected from

the ice sheet adopting a steady-state thickness profile such that the local ice flux at any

radius carries an amount of ice equal to the integrated accumulation rate within that radius

(Eq. (2)). It is this mass balance that sets the typical ice thickness in these models.

9Note that ice accumulates at a rate approximately 3 times slower than snow precipitates, in proportion
to the ratio of ice to snow density.
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Ice Flows (slowly)
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Fig. 3.— Axisymmetric solutions for a thin isothermal flowing ice sheet. The solid line

is the solution for an ice sheet of 10000 km in radius, a uniform ice accumulation rate of

0.1 mm day�1 and an outer boundary thickness value of 1 km. The dash-dotted line, which

can hardly be distinguished from the solid line, corresponds to a similar solution except for

an outer boundary thickness value of 500 m. The dotted line corresponds to a reduced ice

accumulation rate of 0.01 mm day�1. The dashed line is the solution for an ice sheet of

5000 km in radius (with accumulation rate of 0.1 mm day�1 and outer boundary thickness

value of 500 m). These steady-state ice profiles carry an outward flux of ice at each radius

that is equal to the integrated ice accumulation rate within that radius.

Ice accumulation (a)

Viscous
Ice

Flow

Isothermal Ice Sheet Model
(1D Axisymmetric)

Ice accumulation (a)

Unusual, non-linear diffusion 
equation for ice thickness (h) 

A0 = “flow rate” 
(ice viscosity near bottom)

n=3 is standard

~65-90% Earth ocean can be ice-trapped 
on the nightside.

Could be reduced to ~25% by 
thermodynamics (ice melting at bottom). 
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Water-Trapped Worlds
• Atmospheric circulation transports 
water from day- to night-side, where it is 
precipitated as snow, piles up as ice

• Full Earth ocean accumulation time is 
short: < a few Myr!

• Abundant water: ice melts at the 
bottom of the thick ice sheet

• Less surface water (<1/4 Earth ocean): 
water can be efficiently trapped in the 
form of night side ice 

• Slow ice return flow limits dayside 
water availability
 
• Land/ocean distribution will matter
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Volatile-Poor Planets

Raymond et al. ‘07, see also Lissauer ‘07

• In-situ formation leads to dry 
planets (<1% relative to Earth!) 

• Formation channel with early 
migration could bring in wet 
planet embryos, however

• 2 populations of planets are 
plausible (wet & dry)
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Two Classes of Climates?

Credit: Astrobiology Magazine

Water-trapped                                                    Water-free

 Consequences for habitability?
Are they distinguishable observationally?
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Earth Climate is a rich 
problem.

Exoplanet climate is 
richer.
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• Circulation regime: superrotation broadly emerges         
(Joshi et al. ‘97, Merlis & Schneider ‘10, Heng et al. ‘11, Edson et al. ‘11)

• Climate regime: “eyeball,” influenced by ocean transport 
(Pierrehumbert ‘11, Mills & Abbot ‘13, Hu & Yang ‘14)

• Nightside atmospheric collapse                                      
(Joshi et al. ‘97, Wordsworth et al. ‘11) 

• Habitable zone limits                                               
(Wordsworth et al. ’11, Edson et al. ‘12, Leconte et al. ‘13, Yang et al. ‘13)

• Climate stability                                                            
(Joshi et al. ‘97, Kite et al. ‘11)

• Nightside water trap                                                    
(Joshi ‘03, Menou ‘13)

Exo-Earths around M-dwarfs: 
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